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Clo2 against Lyme?

Lyme Disease is considered one of

the more complex pathogens

because of its shape and molecular

content.  The more common Lyme

Bacteria (Borrelia Burgdorferi) is

understood to have a corkscrew

spiral shape that can get lodged in

various parts of the body where it

can cause pain, damage and

weakness in that area.  For this

reason, Lyme can have symptoms

in various parts of the body and

can be mistaken for lots of other

illnesses before actually being

correctly diagnosed.

There is also a rabbit-hole of data

that gives people the idea that

Lyme is Man-made in a laboratory

and is now out in the public.  I just

wanted to list this to help

understand that there are certain

aspects of Lyme that do not seem

natural for evolutionary bacteria.

(I can neither confirm, nor deny

the existence of this theory…lol!)

Because Lyme is embedded into

various tissue areas within the

body, it can be difficult to find and

destroy.  It usually takes several

months-to-a year or more of using

Clo2 to finally become free of the

infection.  However, because of the

way that Clo2 works, IT DOES

break down the bacteria (and any

other pathogen) and the material is

removed from the body naturally.

TESTIMONIALS

(Unedited with Names/Initials):

(KS) If you ever been really really

sick - like myself- and gone to

multiple doctors, tried all diets and

nothing have helped, I think you do

want to try anything!

I had Lyme, rickettsia, morgallons

and all the symptoms. Extreme

fatigue, a degrading mind, pain,

lesions. This led to losing my ability

to lead my company, to be social and

keep my property. When I was ready

to pass on, toatentionally finnish my

life I saw a video about MMS. I

bought MMS, did a colonic cleanse,

ionic baths and stimulated my lymf

system. I started with 1/4 drop and

did a water/ bonebroth fast

simultaneously. It took 2!!!! days. I

got myself back! My blood type don't

allow too many fruits and as a non

secrator even fewer. I went from

being in bed 3-5 days per week-

totally incapable of anything. I had 2

good workers to help me run my

buissness but since I couldn't even

communicate what needed to be

done it all fell apart. It was a good

week if I managed to have a shower.

And that shower had to be on a good

day, it took all my power for that

day.  I got so dizzy I had to throw

myself on the ground not to faint

around 60 times per day. After my

2nd day of mms, none of these

symptoms was existing anymore.

There are american doctors that

prescribes MMS and other

researchers that can explain what

happens in the body when taking

activated MMS. It is not what the

CDS is claiming. I apreciate you want

to save people, but MMS is working

as well as is affordable. I am proof to

that and many with me.

(MA) Healed me from 14 years of

debilitating CFS/Fibro/EBV &

Lyme....This is DEFINITELY NOT

toxic but CLEANS toxins out of the

body. Heinous that TPTB are

working so F*ing hard to keep it

from the masses....But if you're

paying attention you know that

illness is BIG BUSINESS for Big

Pharma & our govt & a simple, $35

cure for just about everything, will

hit them hard in the pockets. They

can't have that so they've devised a

hate campaign detracting from

something that's been proven to

cure. Watch the movie "Quantum

Leap" for free for the full story.

(SM) I've been using MMS for 2

weeks to treat Chronic Lyme Disease

and the results are AMAZING. I was

been treated by an Infectious Disease

Dr.with antibiotics +

anti-inflammatory + supplements.

Also doing alternative treatments

like Ozone Therapy, InfraRed detox,

etc. All costing an arm and a leg. I

started with only one drop each on

the first day and gradually went up

to 3 drops but only 5 times a day. I

believe in taking lower doses. In 3

days I felt a significant improvement.

Much more than what I got in 2

years of antibiotics. I'm also taking

DMSO and my joint pains are gone,

and so is the chronic fatigue. I have a

long way to go but I finally feel I'm
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on the right track.

(Anon) Hi, All:

I've been on MMS (citric) for almost

two months -- with some detox

breaks. I have lyme and

co-infections.

I was up to 7 drops three times a day,

but had to stop because of dieoff in

my feet was so painful I could barely

walk. Right now I'm doing 3 drops in

the a.m. and 4 in the p.m.

I have noticed that when I ramp up

my face breaks out. I was at the

beginning of a breakout three days

ago. I mixed four drops with citric

and added about 3 ounces of water. I

swabbed my face with cotton balls

and let it dry, then repeated. The

breakout was stopped. Acne I have

been battling most of my adult life

was noticeably better the next

morning, and my skin feels so soft. I

have continued doing this twice a

day for three days. I'm having a

slight acne herx, but basically it's

clearing up. It didn't burn or sting at

all.

I had so much left that I decided to

swish it in my mouth and gargle.

After I did this I noticed my breath

was so fresh. I did it right before

bedtime and in the morning I barely

had bad breath.

After I swab my face I notice that I

get a pressure feeling on my nose

where my skin cancer is. It feels just

like it does when I rife and get hits --

pressure that lasts for two to three

hours after a rife session is over. I get

hits on my nose when I rife for skin

cancer, carcinoma, lyme, parasites

and candida, so I know there are a

zillion coodies in there.

I continue to have foot (bones) pain,

itching inside my breasts, neck/spine

pain, so I know it is still working

there for my lyme.

(K) Just wanted to let you know

that today I am having a

breakthrough with my healing. (I

have to tell someone... ) I returned

from Europe in late June with

suspected Lyme disease. Many days

of feeling awful, then the MMS; (I’m

on Day 15 including slow build up,

and Day 3 of Protocol 2000), and

today it is as if someone has flipped

the switch, MUCH better!!! The

healing crisis has been up and down

with abdominal pain, liver

discomfort and basic detoxing

overload on the system, but now it

feels like I am through the worst.

Thank you for providing such a

wonderful product!

(LC) MMS helped me heal my

LYME Disease.

(William) I have been taking MMS

for about 7 months and I'm feeling

about 98 percent better. It took some

time to break through the biofilm,

but it recently finally gave up as it

was a really nasty infection. I'm

really thankful for the option of

using MMS. Also on a side note I

wanted to tell you a bit about myself

as I have been researching the

protections guaranteed under the

constitution and not the fake

incorporated church subject to US.

jurisdiction. I believe the section of

the code is 26USC SECTION

508(C)(1)(A). I'm also a descendant

of the original free and independent

colonies and as such am protected

under the foreign sovereign

immunity act of 1967, 28USC

1602-1611 et al. The only two

sanctuaries are to be an American by

blood or protections through the

sanctuary of the true unincorporated

church of men and woman. I'm sure

you know this as it has inspired me

to consider the church as an Avenue

for people to afraid to invoke their

sovereign immunity.

God bless you and all those that

serve God.

(Anon) This cured me from many

years of miserable Lyme Disease,

along w/ several other tick borne

diseases a couple of years ago! This

stuff is a game changer! Thank you

!!!!

(Anon) I have struggled with

candida (then thrush in mouth)

since I was a newborn! My mother

told me she could not get rid of it

with anything. Finally, the doctor

gave me Gentian Rose. I don’t think

that is even available anymore. It

went away, but I’ve struggled with

candida most of my adult life. Last

week I had such severe feminine

itching that I couldn’t even sleep.

That’s when I remembered MMS!

We used it initially 6 months ago to

fight Lyme which my husband

contracted from a tick and gave to

me. So a few days ago when I

couldn’t sleep due to horrible itching

to the point of pain, I made up a

glass of MMS with 4-5 drops, drank

it, and ONE HOUR later there was

no itching. THANK YOU, Jim

Humble! You also saved my husband

from being eaten by Lyme and
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bartonella! THANK YOU, THANK

YOU, THANK YOU! —D., USA

(Anon) My uncle recently

successfully treated his Lyme

Disease with your MMS product. A

couple of months ago my girlfriend,

who lives in Bogota, Colombia, was

diagnosed with Hydatid Cyst. My

uncle suggested that she tries your

MMS to eradicate the parasite. I was

wondering if you have any

experience treating Hydatid Cysts

parasites in this way or if you have

any other recommendations. Thanks

so much for your time and

assistance.

(Anon) I was skeptical and

reluctant because as with many

Lyme sufferer's I've tried everything

(fecal transplants, antibiotics, and

every alternative medicine known to

humans) and spent tens and

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

After being on antibiotics for over a

year, which was ruining my gut

health even more and causing mouth

sores and horrible awful toxic

feelings, I figured I had nothing to

lose. I had been scared off by the

"MMS is bleach" refrain online.  I

can't handle the taste of MMS so I

decided to do daily enemas and over

the course of 3 months worked my

way up to 12 drops per enema. I also

settled on enema's every 36 hours

instead of daily. The rope worms or

mucus casting that came out during

this process were many and ongoing.

Yet I began feeling better

immediately. The full moon has

always been the hardest part of each

month and I would sometimes spend

between 3 and 5 days in bed and

unable to function. Every cell in my

body felt crushed by a vice grip. After

three months I am thrilled to say

that my symptoms have lessened by

80%. I'm still weak but I believe now

my body is able to really recover.

This has been simple, cheap, easy,

and fit so well into my life. I am

eternally grateful.

(Anon) I feel better every day!It is

curing my Lyme disease, little by

little. There are no side effects and it

barely takes time from my day. I

couldn't be more satisfied! All the

other healing methods I've tried

were time consuming and caused a

herxhiemer reaction. Mms is fast,

easy and I feel fantastic! I am seeing

a great improvement in my mood,

energy, sleep and neck pain, just to

name a few. I recommend taking it

as we all live in a toxic world and

could cleanse our bodies and

improve our health. I am also giving

it to my older dog and he is also

improving in energy and his tumors

are shrinking.

(Anon) MMS for Lyme

coinfections, So far I am very sure

that it will work with me. I have

recommended it to several people for

various diseases. You will always

have it on hand for first aid too.

(Laura) Hello,  My name is Laura.

Today is Sept. 20, 2018. My

daughter, Star age 15, has been

suffering from lymes since 2014. We

have been seeing, monthly, a holistic

chiropractor who uses muscle testing

to determine what is going on in the

body and what it wants/needs. She

has been clear of the lymes bacteria

for a year and a half but her

symptoms continue. We recently

discovered that she has mono

(Epstein-barr, a herpes strain). I

started her on MMS, following the

start up protocol from the book and

working up to the protocol 1000 (no,

we weren't able to do all 8 doses

every day and a day here and there

we just didn't do any. But

considering the commitment it takes

we did pretty good). At the same

time (meaning 2 hours before we

started the MMS for the day, and an

hour after the last dose) she was

taking 6000mg of vit C, 6000mg

L-lysine, 4 morinda (not moringa)

capsules, 2 olive leaf capsules, and 2

aged garlic capsules per day all to

fight off the mono.  We did this for

one month, throwing in the clay

protocol towards the end. At the next

Doc. visit  she muscle tested for only

half of each of the supplements. We

moved to the protocol 1000 plus

adding the dmso to the 3 drops for 3

weeks. At the next visit she muscled

tested for no vit C (which in itself is

curious or amazing as never in the 3

years we've been seeing Dr. Bandy

has her body not wanted vit C. Could

it somehow relate to how MMS

works in the body possibly doing a

similar job that vit C does?) no

L-lysine, no morinda, and no aged

garlic. Yay! I slacked off on the mms.

Two weeks later we had another Dr.

appoinment. Back to 1000mg vit. C,

2000mg L-Lysine, 2 morindas and 1

garlic. And back to the MMS. Over

the course of this week we have

worked up to a 4 drop dose each

hour with the dmso and I hope to

continue increasing the dose. We

have another dr appointment next

week. We will see.
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Every time I say Dr. appoint. I mean

the Chiropractic dr we have been

seeing, just to clarify.

She seems to be doing a little better.

The two week slack off didn't help!

The first couple of days after starting

the mms again she seemed to be a

little worse and had a fever one of

the days and excruciating headaches

both days (Headache has been her

worst symptom. She has litterally

had a headache of varing intensities

everyday for the last four years

except for a brief period around the

time when the lymes bacteria was

eradicated before the mono or

whatever set in) Now though she

seems to be a little happier and went

on 2 walks today.

Sorry to go into so much detail. I

only do so in case someone else is

suffering similarly and it may help

them.

(Anon) I am thrilled and tell

everyone I know how MMS has

saved my life.   Other ppl with Lyme

will understands how the symptoms

attack you and end up with 2 or 3

more new ones daily.   Doctors kept

Just telling my I had Vertigo.  Lyme

untreated went to my brain which I

was pretty much a gonner at that

point.  I couldn't comprehend,

perform a simple task and tried

everything, even turpentine on a

sugar cube. ( didn't like the feeling I

had afterwards but when your

desperate and dying you will pretty

much do anything that will help!

After being bed-ridden basically on

the 34th day, I got my hands on

MMS after watching 100's of

testimonials.  Could all these ppl be

lying I thought ? Why ? The product

costs like 5 cents a day to be on it!

Anyways am I glad I tried it.  I went

on CDS( Chlorine Dioxide) first

which I think is considered to about

20% o the strength of MMS but in

my case was better that I didn't just

take too much and get sick and quit

taking it.   day 3 I was back to work

to visit and say Hi. All my headaches

went away and was taking 30 Advil a

day.  Spent more on Advil alone than

MMS. It also cured my bladder.  Was

urinating every hour and at night

was worse.  If you can't sleep on

Lyme you can't build your immune

system.   Anyways.  It went into my

brain, I went blind in my left eye,

had cerebral palsy, in my left wrist,

was so dizzy I had to crawl to the

bathroom.  If I moved my head

laying on my back more then 3

inches either way I would throw up.

That was at its worst for me but

Lyme was shutting me down.  Day by

day I felt like I had maybe a couple

weeks to live max.  Day 9 of being on

the CDS, my brain function came

back.  I just slowly got better and

better and after about 2 months I

read that I should take a break from

MMS but that was a big mistake.  3

days of being off MMS I was

bedridden again and took 2 days of

30-40 drops sipping to get me better

again.   I add a bit of cranberry

cocktail or grape juice to my 10

drops and carry it around in my

water bottle.  Its been almost 4

months of being on MMS and I have

ZERO symptoms.  I'm fat and happy

and I can even have BEERS, Sugar,

Bread  without it affecting me   I'm

fat and happy now and have the

energy of a normal 45 yr old   I am

starting a 90 day workout and

healthy eating regimen in late

August since my energy is fully

recovered and I have a new outlook

on life.  I'm new to MMS and still

trying to help ppl since I was so

deathly sick and I pretty much have

someone reach out to me every week.

I never took antibiotics at all so

maybe that is why MMS fixed me

entirely but I'm not sure   I think

everyone should be on MMS  It

would be worth its weight in gold if it

just fixed my headaches alone but it's

the coolest thing I have ever seen for

bringing health back to the body.

My daughter is a nurse and is scared

of the product because it's got a bad

rap for being similar to bleach but is

NOT! My youngest daughter is

highly allergic to everything and has

asthma and refuses to take it   My

son has Autism issues and he won't

take it.  So it's not for everyone, it's

just for the ones that want to help

themselves I guess. You look around

and they are spraying Chem trails all

around us from the air,  putting

every toxin on our foods in the fields,

genetically modifying everything

they can, putting flouride in our

Water, everybody knows someone

with cancer or Lyme disease in our

immediate families these days and

we are scared to put some water

purification tablet product in our

bodies because BiG BROTHER with

their millions of dollars says not to

take it because it's bleach?

WAKE-UP everyone.  It's time we all

get our health back.  Everyone can

afford 5 cents per day. That's why

this product is exploding in 3rd

world Countries because almost

everyone that takes it gets better   It

kills the toxins and the crap they are

trying to dumb us down with.  It's

worth taking it just for the Brain

Clarity!! SEE  lol
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(Danielle) My husband contracted

lyme from a tick in southeastern

Idaho spring 2015. In the first three

months, his vital signs were

fluctuating and he had horrible,

painful, papular skin rashes which

would break and bleed. We went

from MD to MD. You know the story:

They told us to go to a dermatologist.

Lyme travels in "packs" with other

"friends," such as bartonella,

mycoplasma, erlichiosis, etc. etc. and

invites in new friends and even

parasites. When my husband

developed staph and was oozing

ounces of yellow serum from his

head, I forced him back to an MD,

and the MD told us to change our

laundry soap. Eight months post

bite, when the last infectious disease

specialist told him over his

encrusted, split, bleeding legs that he

was fat, lazy, and probably just

wanted to collect a disability check,

he left her office, slumped in his

truck, and said a prayer. Within an

hour he had found a naturopath who

agreed to see him THAT NIGHT. She

sent him home with herbal tinctures.

The herxheimer for BOTH of us (I

was infected via sexual contact with

my husband after about two months

of him becoming seriously ill--I

didn't know lyme can be easily

sexually spread and spread to fetuses

in womb. It even lives in saliva)

which followed beginning those

tinctures cemented my belief that

herbs could work. That allowed me

to open my mind to other things we

found combing the internet. This is

how we found Jim Humble. As we

had actually visited India and

become ill only two weeks before my

husband was bitten by a tick, I

wondered if he had something like

Dengue Fever from India. We were

both seriously ill in India and after

returning home, for six weeks, but

then my husband was bitten and

continued being very ill. The MMS is

what first stopped the serious rashes.

We both took it internally for about

three months. It worked so well, that

I think we stopped it only due to the

taste. I have since read others take it

in juice. My husband would ask me

to bathe his rash-ridden body in a

glass of MMS wherein I'd used about

25-30 drops of MMS and then filled

the 6 oz glass with water. I also often

added 1 T. DMSO to allow the MMS

to penetrate through his skin layers

to kill the nasty bartonella, which

loves to reside in the skin layers.

Anyone you see with permanent

little "knobs" all over their face most

likely has bartonella. Bartonella

suppresses lyme and then become

the major offender. It can ultimately

ruin the heart valves. My husband

could feel the MMS working

immediately on his skin. It was the

only thing which stopped the painful,

to-the-bone itching he suffered day

after day (until we tried MMS on his

skin). THANK YOU, Jim Humble,

for being a humble warrior. May God

bless you and exalt you forever and

ever. We must tell everyone about

MMS and stop the fdastasi from

allowing our loved ones to suffer and

die. My husband almost died at the

hands of MDs who actually

REFUSED treatment. I quoted to the

doctor in front of my husband whose

vital signs were fluctuating: "The

Merck Medical Manual states that if

patient has recently returned from a

tropical or third-world country, and

has fever, rashes, breathing issues,

bloodshot eyes, etc., do not wait to

detect exact pathogen, but begin

treatment immediately with

broad-spectrum antibiotic and

anti-parasitic." This doctor

REFUSED. He was dead-set on

finding the EXACT pathogen, whilst

my sweet, poor husband was

delirious and almost stopped

breathing some nights. It sometimes

seem the MDs would rather see us all

dead. Hello? I am speechless after all

of this. Only herbs, MMS, and

regular supplements like

calcium/magnesium and Co-Q-10

helped. The MDs took lots of money

and some even refused to test him

for lyme. I am so done with them.

My husband thinks he is recovered

now, nine months later. MMS works.

Thank you, Jim Humble!!!!!! God

bless you!!!!!!! Spread the word,

everyone!

(Ingrid)

Four years ago I was bitten by a

horsefly. I got a red circle round the

bite. My doctor told me it was

inpossible I had gone Lyme disease

because I wasn't bitten by a tick. He

gave me something for eczema. The

circle became bigger every day. After

two weeks I went to the doctor again.

I insisted on a test for Lyme's

disease. A week later the doctor

confirmed I had Lyme. He said I

would have to use antibiotics for a

long time. I don't like antibiotics, so I

took mms 30 drops a day, for five

weeks, then for five weeks 5 drops a

day. The circle was completely

disappeared two weeks after I

started with mms. I am still healty.

(Gina) I was daignosised with

Lyme and Cat scratch/Bartonella

Henslae Feb 2016. I was in so much

pain I could barely walk, I no longer

could think without having difficulty

coming up with the correct words,
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ice pick headaches from the

bartonella, joint pain & foot pain. I

was given Bactrim DS for 14 days,

Azithromycin for another 6 days still

no improvement. My doctors said I

should be fine but they were wrong. I

did not get better so I found and old

bottle of Doxycycline and this

reduced my symptoms but I still was

having trouble with pain, headches,

sleeping 16 hrs a day.

I took disability for 2 weeks and only

could work part time. Just recently

found a pharmacy overseas that I

ordered Rifampin from and this was

the medication that was suppose to

cure me. Took it 10 days and yes it

did help some but I still had pain,

fatigue & headaches. Ordered every

herb I could find for Lyme took them

twice a day on an empty stomach,

took enzymes, probiotics, antifungals

since the fungas started building up

from all the antibiotics. 2 months of

over 5 antibiotics, antifungals, herbs,

apple cider vinegar all helped about

30% but I was still suffering.

On March 23rd 2016 someone

posted on facebook that Lyme is

found in MS patients so I clicked the

link and it said that MMS can cure

Lyme disease. I already had it in the

refrigerator because I've used it for

everything else but didn't want to

mix it with all the other stuff I was

trying and had planned on using it

after I finished the antibiotics. I

decided to stop taking everything

else because I really needed to try

MMS since nothing else was really

working.

Today is day 4 March 27th Easter

day and I feel like I have Risen from

the dead..Literally. 4 days and I feel

90% better. My headaches are gone,

my pain is gone, I have not needed

anything for pain in over 48 hours. I

can feel the bacteria deep in my

muscles dying off, it's a strange

sensation. I am using the every 8

hours protocol for LYME. I have

histoplasmosis in my lungs also and

have been nebulizing it also every

hour and I'm coughing up mucous.

I rescue kittens and the kitten was

covered in fleas and ended up

scratching me while playing and this

is how I got cat scratch fever. Well

my cats also got infected so I've

added 1 drop to their water now for

the past 2 days and they're acting

better also. It's like they feel better

and more awake. I have suffered

from Lyme for I'm not sure how long

but have been diagnosised with

fibromyalgia but I knew it was not

that. I would sleep hours and hours,

so much that people thought I was

on drugs. This is the first time in

literally 40 years that I feel alive.

I have never really known what it is

like to be normal. I was bit by a tick

when I was around 6 years old then

diagnosised with Juvenile arthritis

that I would grow out of but never

did. I felt like I saved that kittens life

and he saved mine. If it weren't for

him making me so sick with

Bartonella Henslae I would have

never searched out an answer for my

Lyme that I really didn't know I had.

I know it's earyl yet but I feel I'm

cured for sure with no doubts in my

mind. I feel like a new person that

I've never known. I plan to continue

with the regimen for the next month

because I want to make sure there's

no bacteria hiding out in the biofilms

of my joints.

Thank you so much Jim Humble

you're truly an amazing

person..Thank you for helping so

many people around the world...I

will tell as many people as I can.

(PG) Hi,

I have been using MMS with some

success for Lyme Disease and the

form of it called Morgellons.

Morgellons is a lyme disease skin

condition. It effects all the organs

and the entire body as well.

Currently, I am having success in

getting better, while I am not one

hundred percent, i am on the way.

This protocol is great because the

entire fiasco since it started nearly 4

years ago has not only been a

nightmare but also is highly

infectious.

Further, MMS is not expensive, and

this man made illness has crippled

my finances. because it involves not

only the body, but the living space,

bed linens, clothing, air, car, family

members, etc.

(DE) MMS has been the most

effective treatment for Lyme disease.

Almost 6yrs of agonizing syptoms

after numerous tick bites, thousands

of dollars on doctors and natural

remedies and now this little bottle of

MMS which cost me @12 and lasted

3 months, has given huge relief of

Lyme disease symptoms.

(Brenda) I am writing to declare

the success i am having using mms

to defeat my lyme disease. I

contracted lyme 2 years ago from an

insect bite. At the time i was bitten, i

knew nothing about lyme disease.

Since being bit, i started to get weird
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things happening to my body. Little

did i know that they were all

symptoms of lyme. I am a fairly

healthy person, so it took a while

before it got a strong hold on my

immune system. Last march i got

what i thought was the flu. It was the

worst flu i had ever gotten in my life.

I hurt from every pore of my body. I

began to take echinacea but it didn't

help. Since i had mms in the house i

decided to give it a try. Well that did

the trick! I felt well again within a

short time. I stopped taking it since i

seemed to be back to my old self.

After a couple of days, the symptoms

came back and that's when i realized

that i was dealing with some other

illness and not the flu. It took a lot of

investigative work to discover that i

had lyme disease. My medical doctor

was absolutely no help at all. In fact

she was a hindrance. I went online

and used a symptom checker and it

indicated i probably had ms or lyme.

Since the mms was helping, i began

using it again, and researched as

much as i could on how to treat my

symptoms. I began protocol 2000. I

also contacted a naturopathic doctor

in my city for support. To my great

surprise, she supported using mms.

She recommended using mms in an

enema which helped a lot. I am using

mms2 as well. Both protocols work

well together. If it were not for mms i

believe i would be in the hospital

fighting for my life right now. My

symptoms were severe and the pain

was horrible. Mms is a miracle in my

opinion!

(Kathleen) Here is my testimony

thus far regarding Dr. Group's info.

on using MMS for my chronic lyme

disease and mycoplasma

pneumoniae; feel free to cut and

paste it and share with whomever

may benefit, as long as you remove

my email address, and use only my

first name, which is Kathleen.

"So far, I've succeeded in using MMS

for one month. I purchased it from

this source: MMS Kits with Citric

Acid Activator

I'm absolutely thrilled with the

results!!! I felt better in one day on

MMS than one year and nine months

on other treatments (antibiotics,

antifungals, and nebulizing both

prescription hydrogen peroxide

saline solution and 400 ppm mild

silver protein). I just couldn't take

any more antibiotics; my body said

enough!' What tipped the scales was

great wasting: much muscle loss;

weak, sagging skin and wrinkles;

super brillo-like hair; and hair loss,

sometimes in handfuls. I aged

greatly in the last two years,

probably the equivalent to 15 years of

aging, and my hair had become a

nightmare that I must hide or

disguise!

I must note that last Fall, when I

started using a good brand of

bentonite clay and zeolite, my

brain-fog reduced greatly, so I love

those detox. agents and encourage

everyone to use them! These diseases

made me an air-head, but the

clay/zeolite detox. reduced that

particular harm from toxins by about

80%.

I now continue to nebulize 400 ppm

mild silver protein, as prescribed by

my holistic doctor, who has now

retired because of 'Obamascare'; and

I use the finest probiotics, but I have

stopped all prescription antibiotics

and antifungals. I still get

neuropathy attacks morning and

night, but they're not nearly as bad,

and my mid-days are a whole lot

better than life before MMS. Upon

using the MMS, my brain

immediately felt super clear, very

cheerful, and powerful; my sense of

humor and sense of well-being and

endurance also increased

dramatically--literally on the first

day!!! My husband said that I am

like my old self during the greater

part of each new day. From

bio-warfare agents, he has also been

plagued with

mystery/stealth-pathogens like I

have, but his illnesses hide more

from tests. Many, many people have

stealth-pathogens and don't know it,

because, like lyme disease and

mycoplasma, the stealth-pathogens

are "great imitators" of

other diseases and very hard to

detect.

About 3 weeks ago, my husband

began using MMS. He is getting

similar wonderful results with his

brain and his energy; and he's not so

ADD! We said to each other, 'I think

that this is what normal is supposed

to be.'

I'm adding one thing at a time to my

overall protocol. A week ago, I added

MMS2, which is calcium

hypochlorite. I've been slowly

increasing the dose, as advised in

Jim Humble's protocol for cancer.

See Jim Humble and MMS MMS1

MMS2 CDS CDI CDH -

JimHumble.org

(The cancer protocol and lyme

disease protocol are the same if they

are not life threatening.) Like MMS1,

MMS2 has rocked my world!!! My
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brain and body have risen to new

heights and strengths. Also, my hair

loss has been reduced; my body has

now regained about 50% of the

body-mass that was lost during this

illness; my dark circles are much

better, and my skin is 50%

improved. Prior to the last 2 years of

illness, I was a radical health food

nut--worked in the health food world

for decades and even opened my

own store, which has since closed

since 'Obamascare.' I was very

athletic, and had great muscle-tone,

good hair, and absolutely no

wrinkles. (For reference sake I am 55

years old.) I look forward to

regaining my life; and both you,

Daniel, and Dr. Group are to be

thanked, because you both helped

encourage me to use the MMS and

helped tip the scales in my decision

to use it and begin this new path.

Now that I am doing well on MMS2,

I am adding another weapon in this

war against stealth pathogens; that

weapon is the oregano oil.

(Jim) Hi there,

I've been a long time tick host, lived

in Germany and last Switzerland,

travelled a lot through some

european countries and caught most

of the local ticks, as I had been

straying around in the forests a lot.

So no doubt that I must have been

pretty loaded with all kinds of

parasites. It took many years though

to get a diagnosis, so starting from

the first erythema migrans, I never

have gotten any treatment

whatsoever. Somehow I was able to

ignore the symptoms by keeping

myself active and by a few attempts

to shape my immune system (for

example with the famous kombucha

tea).

However, I got caught in a series of

heavy symptoms in the past few

years that not only kept me from

doing my job, finally I got the worst

brain fog that I could every imagine

(and I never have been of the

depressed, pessimistic type). I was

functioning no more, collapsed a few

times and scared my dearest human

beings around me. They all said my

personality was flaky. Hospitals

didn't find anything in my blood,

except for a slight hint (when I

begged them for a Lyme check), but

not enough to get a proper

treatment. Generally over all these

years, I kept hearing: Well, you're ok,

you're fit, what do you want from us?

Maybe consider seeing a shrink...

So, before terminating myself

because I couldn't take it any longer,

I tried various forms of Sodium

Chlorite solutions. I had read about

MMS, but finally, I was advised by a

special therapist, before I took the

stuff.

So I began with the advised

minimum dose of five drops...and

BANG...I was heavily sick for one

day. By now, after a 30 day test

phase, I could say that the reaction

was a heavy Herxheimer reaction to

the toxine load and my wrecked

constitution. So I could literally keep

no food in myself, it splashed out

regularely through all possible paths

(pardon my descriptive language, my

excuse is to not be a native speaker

:-) )

While being seriously ill, I got aware

of another reaction that I had noted

earlier: It's a stinging, short pain that

can occur anywhere in the body, and

which goes away within a few

seconds, then comes back for a few

times. The Chlorine Dioxide

obviously had triggered something in

my head, and since then, it has done

it a few times again, but with

decreasing intensity.

After the last few times calling ralph

by the white phone on that day, I

slept a lot. Next day, the brain fog

was gone, but my stomach and

intestines felt wrecked. So I drank a

lot of tea (which I kept inside, this

time) and tried to detox myself with

a few nutrition additives.

The day after, the brain fog was still

gone. How could that be? I was even

fit enough to make a walk. Before

that, my knees didn't have any power

whatsoever. Somehow, that bit of

toxic gas inside my veins must have

destroyed a lot of unhealthy stuff

that made me sick.

So, since then I am on my little MMS

protocol, tried it in various ways

(activated, non activated) while

monitoring my pH urine level, to see

how I was doing with the acids. I

have done a lot of research about the

pros and cons, honestly I must say it

appears to me as one of the least

intrusive (let aside the heavy

Herxheimer reactions) and best

controlleable antibiotics so far.

However, I would not advise anyone

to use MMS with a very wrecked

immune system and without a

therapist-advised strategy on how to

get rid of all the toxic waste after the

MMS reaction.
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After all, I now have my lab

diagnosis after more than 10 years of

uncertainty, and the funny thing is: I

don't care anymore. Needless to say

that the doctors didn't know what

MMS was. Their decision is still not

made yet, but the chance is little,

that I'll take their antibiotics advice,

once they finally found their

conclusion. My hope currently is,

that MMS can get rid of the

remaining garbage as well. Even if it

doesn't, it got me out of the worst.

(Emily) I can vouch for MMS itself

first-hand. It cured my chronic lyme

disease. I have meticulously

documented my usage on YouTube

and have over 44,000 channel views:

www.youtube.com/not2bforgot10. I

took MMS for 3 months, 8 hours per

day, every single day and was tested

before and after. My actual test

results can be viewed on my

Wordpress blog:

not2bforgot10.wordpress.com under

6/17/12: "MMS - Magical Mineral

Solution LYME DISEASE test results

from IGENIX." I have been on

Awakenings radio and am a writer,

aspiring author, speaker, and

wellness coach. I am an avid

Facebook blogger:

www.facebook.com/emilyannecox

and would love for you to subscribe

to my channel and blogs. This

product will cure lyme disease, HIV,

herpes, malaria, the flu, etc. It really

works!

(LH) I was bitten by a Horse fly age

9 years old. Noone knew anything

about Lyme back then. I was left un

tested for any spirochete infection.

But the infection slowly began to

affect my body and my brain from

then on, still noone put two and two

together. When i was 22 I was

diagnosed with Multiple Scelerosis. I

have subsequently discovered that

M.S is connected to Lyme disease in

fact M.S is a spirochete infection not

just an autoimmune disease.

As Dr Lyda Mattman says "Multiple

scelerosis should be renamed

Multiple Spirochetes".  That is

enough for me to know I was

infected by the Horse fly.

M.S is chronic untreated  Lyme

according to many Doctors out there.

I have been taking MMS for 15

months and wow! I am almost rid of

the Lyme disease and co-infections. I

say almost because these infections

can go dormant for 10,20,50 years if

you do not kill it all in the body

system.

I am physically stronger, no need for

walking aids anymore, my cognetive

thinking is now second to none, i

have no brain fog, my eyesight is

above 20/20 vision, my corodination

is brilliant, I can now hold a

coversation, I do not have splayed

feet anymore (something I have had

since the bite age 9) My I.Q has

improved by 60% (Lyme and

co-infections affect the I.Q.

I am basically a normal healthy

human all thanks to MMS and you

Jim.

I have been spared a life of ever

increasing disability and pain.

My children have congenital Lyme

and co-infections and they too have

been taking MMS for 15 months

(their own choice as they are Gilleck

competent)

They are fabulously well and also

have cleared their bodies of Lyme

and co-infections again they will

carry on taking MMS for a while

longer as i said because these

infections can Lie dormant for a long

time and we all want to be sure it is

gone for good!

Both have been eyetested and their

vision is above 20/20 their eyesight

has improved greatly.

My eldest who was a snuffly baby

(connected to a spirochete infection)

no longer has sinus problems, the

eyes are no longer affected (used to

have constant eye irratation also

connected to a Lyme, co-infection)

Our hair, nails, teeth are brilliant

and fabulous with an infection all of

these are affected.

We were on a limited time with my

children it would only of been a

couple of more years (by the time

they reached age 18)  that they too

would of been diagnosed with an

autoimmune disease or become

disabled, MMS has saved their lives

too!

All of this because of a bite from a

horse fly which are carriers of Lyme

and other co-infections.

MMS is the saviour as well as Jim of

course I am eternally grateful.

I will keep everyone updated about

our further progress.

If anyone is concerned about long

term use of MMS well if I had of

taken antibiotics i would have to take
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those for up to 10 years causing

damage and costing £800 per

person per month, as far as i am

concerened MMS causes no damage

long term, no side affects and is

better for the body and costs pence

per dose it really is the better option

to heal from chronic Lyme.

(RD) I just sent $10 [to the

US~Observer MMS Defense Fund]

and I'm not a rich person, but an

organic farmer in Kansas. We are a

small oasis surrounded by

"Round-up" and have natural crops

where thousands of birds and bees

hang-out regularly on our one acre

farm. I can also assure you I write

about one letter like this every ten

years. I've worked for a federal

agency (and I'm proud of the work

done there) and I'm the son of a

private land owner (also proud of

that work). IN BOTH cases though,

we working citizens with educations

and aspirations are always getting

screwed over by someone "in

Washington or on Wall Street"

(a.k.a. big business).

In Feb 2011, I contracted what is

likely to be Lyme Disease and after

having correlated symptoms (and

wasting a few thousand dollars on

THREE doctors in two states), I

found myself in a "haze" where my

vision was suddenly going fast AND

Tinnitus occurred in my left ear

OVERNIGHT. The left side of my

head then had (and to this day still

has) "something" attacking it as I

also had blurred vision, a pain deep

in the center of the left eye, and daily

discharges of heavy amounts of

thick, disgusting phlegm. Even after

biking 100 miles a week (rock steady

for two months) the phlegm (to this

day) occurs first thing EVERY

morning when I awake and

sometimes throughout the day.

"Neural Lyme" is the best guess but

my Blue Cross insurance can't help

me due to the ancient test they go by

AND they won't allow NEW tests

that are 98% (Vs. 40%) accurate to

be run-- why? Nobody knows how to

fix healthcare, but we do know WHY

it's broken: "big oligopolies working

for an oligarchy of the few," and this

is even mentioned by a former WTO

economist (among others one might

hear speaking at TED). A good friend

(and MD) I hunt with says, "we

really are great at 'preventative' and

'emergency' medicine in the USA-

BUT we suck in the middle." I also

should add than he is a surgeon who

doesn't HAVE to work "in the

middle" (and he is glad for that fact).

He is scared for his children and

being a kid off the ranch, like me, he

himself doesn't have a plan for his

children WHEN they get bitten by

that tick.

After all else was tried, money and

jet fuel were wasted, and frustrations

were hitting peak levels in my life-- a

friend of my mother's mandated I try

MMS as she had used it for HER

Lyme for years and controlled it ever

since while hoping one day for a cure

she still can not find after many

years of (like all of us) waiting. But

she was happy and said that when

using the MMS correctly, she was

very little effected by her Lyme. So I

did order and try it-- that was 19

months ago and I CAN say it works

pretty good. I still have the phlegm

hack (no matter how hard I work

out) and the tinnitus is often still

there but slight WHEN I use MMS

regularly. This last Spring I ran out

of the MMS product I purchased

(from one of the "approved" sellers)

and had to go three weeks without it.

I thought that maybe whatever I had

been "killing off" might be finally

gone-- but it was not and it returned

with a vengeance. I found myself

back to that starting point where my

head rang like a jet was right outside

my back door; my eye was full of

puss in the mornings, the shooting

pains came back; and I generally felt

as I had over a year prior before I

started using this stuff.

(Nikki) I was bit by a deer tick over

a year ago and everything I took to

help cure my Lyme Disease did not

work.

I stumbled on a MMS thread on the

internet and read all the comment

and even the scary stuff the FDA

published on MMS. i felt like i was at

deaths door and in constant pain so i

said---why not try this stuff----well

Im glad I did!!!

I started taking MMS in July 2012 -

It has helped me. Its only been one

month but it is starting to work and

many of my symtoms are starting to

go away. I still get sleepy and have a

little bit of joint pain but on a scale

of 1 to 10 = the joint pain is now a 3

when it was a 10 with out MMS. I am

going to continue taking MMS for as

long as it takes to completely rid my

body of this lyme.

I had the diarrea at first when

starting the MMS but it went away

soon and now I am taking 12 drops

in the morning and 12 drops before

bedtime. Thee MMS makes me
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sleepy sometimes when I drink it in

the morning but That is the only side

effect Ive been having.

I will update my information in the

future and report my progress so

others can read about the good news.

Thank you Mr. Humble for all that

you have done !!!!!!!

MMS is a blessing to me!!!

(Mark) The “only” thing that helps

me with over 50 yrs of Lyme

Disease,not to mention all the other

uses.
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